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Heidelway Inc. v.
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board

Miscellaneous

Order directing PA LCB to renew liquor license after finding substantial evidence including orderly operation and selling
alcoholic beverages in a responsible manner.

No. SA 14-000650. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
O’Reilly, J.—April 9, 2015.

MEMORANDUM ORDER

Preliminary Matters
This matter involves the Appeal taken by Heidelway, Inc. (Licensee or the “Bar”) of the action taken by the Pennsylvania Liquor

Control Board (“Board”) in denying renewal of Licensee’s Liquor License on June 25, 2014.
Licensee’s Appeal was filed on June 27, 2014. I conducted a de novo hearing on October 14, 2014. At that trial the complete

record of testimony and exhibits were submitted as Exhibits B-1 to B-20. No other evidence was submitted to me. Thereafter, the
record of that trial was transcribed and counsel filed excellent and able briefs in support of their contending positions. The facts
show that on June 25, 2014 the board denied renewal of the Bar’s license and that an Opinion in support of the renewal would be
issued if an appeal was filed. An appeal was filed and a 47 page, undated opinion was issued with Conclusions of Law wherein the
Board said:

1. Licensee received the requisite notice of Licensing’s objections to its renewal application and of the date, time, and
place of the hearing held in this matter.

2. Section 470 of the Liquor Code [4 P.S . § 4-470] vests in the Board the authority to refuse renewal of a restaurant
liquor license.

3. As of the date of the hearing, Licensee had accrued twelve (12) adjudicated citations.

4. Testimony and police reports were provided for four (4) police incidents since June 2011, involving visibly intoxi-
cated patrons, drugs, disorderly operations, and after-hours operations.

5. Licensee failed to provide sufficient timely corrective measures to address all its citations and incidents at the hearing.

6. Licensee filed a late renewal application.

7. Licensee has abused the privilege of holding a license.

8. Restaurant Liquor License No. R-16678 was not renewed effective June 1, 2013.

In his brief, Counsel for the Board in its findings, asserts that there are approximately 12 adjudicated citations, approximately
four incidents of disturbances at or immediately adjacent to the Bar that warrant the non-renewal. Testimony and police reports
were provided for several of the police incidents involving fights, drugs, and disorderly operations. In addition, the Board claims
that Licensee failed to provide sufficient timely corrective measures to address all of its citations and incidents.

Upon de nova review, the court of common pleas may exercise its statutory discretion to make findings of fact and conclusions
of law, and to sustain, alter, change or modify any action of the PLCB, whether or not it makes findings which are materially
different from those found by the Board. Goodfellas, Inc. v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board, 921 A.2d 559 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2007).
A trial court may issue a ruling different from that issued by the PLCB, even if the court’s findings of fact are identical to those
issued by the PLCB, as long as the trial court’s decision is supported by substantial evidence. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board
v. Bartosh, 730 A.2d 1029 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1999).

Facts
By way of background, the Bar is located in Heidelberg, Pennsylvania. Michael Alan Kucsma manages the Bar. Mr. Kucsma’s

grandfather managed it from 1970 until March of 2014. The Bar currently has five employees. Mr. Kucsma works at least seven to
eight shifts each week. He closes the Bar two to three times a week. Mr. Kucsma addressed the two citations for noncompliance
with the Clean Indoor Air Act. He explained that he had a valid exemption for patrons to smoke in the Bar but it was not renewed
by the Pennsylvania Department of Health. He testified that he no longer permits smoking in the Bar. Regarding the gambling
citation, Mr. Kucsma explained that his grandfather, the former manager, had purchased the gambling machine. The Bar currently
has a policy forbidding payouts from the machine. Mr. Kucsma also discussed the noise complaints resulting from karaoke events.
He explained that they always turned down the music after receiving a complaint. Further, he testified that he has implemented
a policy where he or an employee would check the noise levels outside by performing a walk-around the building. Mr. Kucsma
stated that he has created a banned patron list. If a banned patron enters the Bar, they are asked to leave. If they refuse, the police
are called. He also noted that anyone displaying drug use is immediately placed on the banned patron list. Mr. Kucsma also testi-
fied that the Bar’s policies are in writing and explained to each employee who must sign and date them. Some of those policies
include the following: the Bar will stop serving alcohol at 2:00 a.m., all patrons must leave the Bar by 2:30 a.m., and employees
must scan the ID of any patron who appears to be under 30 years old. Mr. Kucsma provided testimony regarding a citation for
serving alcohol to a minor where the ID scanner was not used. The underage individual was working with the PLCB and provided
an identification card listing her as 18 years old. The responsible employee was given a severe pay cut. All employees were
notified that further related infractions would result in immediate termination.

Renewal of a liquor license is not automatic and the Board has the authority to refuse to renew a license for any of the reasons
set forth in 47 P.S. §4-470 (a.1). U.S.A. Deli. Inc. v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board, 909 A.2d 24 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2006), appeal
denied, 929 A.2d 647 (Pa. 2007) (TABLE). However, when considering the manner in which the licensed premises is being operated,
and any activity occurring off-premises, the Board may consider “whether any substantial steps were taken to address the activity
occurring on or about the premises.” 47 P.S. §4-470(a.1). Although the licensee is required to take substantial affirmative measures
to prevent misconduct, a licensee is not required to do everything possible to prevent criminal activity on the premises, act as its
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own police force or close its business. I.B.P.O.E. of West Mount Vernon Lodge 151 v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board, 969 A.2d
642, 651 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2009).

The Board has concluded that the shuttering of the Bar is warranted. However, the evidence does not prove that the Bar is a
nuisance bar or a problem establishment that needs to be closed to protect the community. The following incidents cited in the
Board’s opinion of paragraph 4 above, do not warrant the non-renewal of the Bar’s liquor license.

On July 31, 2011, a police officer responded to the Bar for a report of an intoxicated female passed out at a table. She was cited
for public intoxication. The bartender reported that she consumed three draft beers and then appeared intoxicated so she was cut
off. I fail to see how this humanitarian act warrants loss of the license. More than likely, she already had drunk elsewhere but was
not visibly intoxicated. The three draft beers hardly warrant denial of renewal.

On September 4, 2011, a police officer responded to a call about an intoxicated combative female. He found a man and a woman
yelling in the street. The female was cited for public intoxication and disorderly conduct because of her combative and aggressive
behavior.

On April 20, 2012, police found two men using cocaine in a car in the Bar’s parking lot. They said they had purchased the drugs
in the Bar. Complicity by the Bar is not proven. The police observed several patrons consuming alcohol in the Bar even though it
was 2:42 a.m.

On May 17, 2013, police were called about an unresponsive woman on the floor of the Bar. She left prior to the officer’s arrival.
The record is unclear who called the police but if it was the Bar, I believe that to be proper conduct by it.

At the administrative hearing, Mr. Kucsma testified that since he started managing the Bar, he has taken a more active role in
the compliance of the business. As stated above, he works numerous shifts and personally closes the Bar a few times each week.
He monitors the outside noise level and has banned smoking in the Bar. He has created a banned patrons list. Mr. Kucsma has
demonstrated significant remedial measures to prevent further infractions at the Bar.

Analysis
After an analysis of the record and testimony, I find that the Bar is committed to operating in an orderly manner and to selling

alcoholic beverages in a responsible manner. After consideration of the entire record and arguments of the parties, I find
substantial evidence to warrant the renewal of Licensee’s restaurant liquor license. The Board is directed to renew the license.

SO ORDERED,
/s/O’Reilly, J.

April 9, 2015

American National Property and Casualty Company v.
Sean Lee and Velma Dean

Declaratory Judgment—Motor Vehicle

Denial of Post-Trial Relief for Plaintiff relating to issue of resident relative status.

No. GD-12-3601. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
O’Reilly, J.—April 9, 2015.

MEMORANDUM ORDER
I Preliminary Statement:

This matter involves a Declaratory Judgment Action brought by Plaintiff above named American National Property and
Casualty Company (ANPAC) against Defendant Sean Lee (Lee); and Defendant Velma Dean (Dean). Dean is a named Defendant
because she was the victim in a motor vehicle accident on April 19, 2011 wherein Sean Lee was the driver of the other vehicle.

The issue here is whether Sean Lee, at the time of the accident, was a resident of the household of his grandfather John Lee.
If he was a resident, the grandfather’s insurance company, Plaintiff herein, may be liable to Ms. Dean for such injuries and
damages that she can prove were sustained in the accident.

I presided over a jury trial in this case on November 10 and 12, 2014 after which the Jury found that Lee was a resident of his
grandfather’s home. ANPAC has filed a timely Motion for Post-Trial Relief.

II Facts:
The testimony in this case was not extensive, Plaintiff offered testimony from Eda Bates, a Senior Litigation Specialist – who

testified generally that the grandfather did have an insurance policy with her company. I had previously ruled that an oral state-
ment taken over the telephone, from the grandfather John Lee was inadmissible hearsay. That statement had been taken on June
15, 2011. The grandfather had died in December 2012 and was unavailable to testify. The statement which the insurance company
wanted to use had been taken while he was alive and he had indicated that Sean Lee was not a member of his household.

Sean Lee himself did not testify in this case because he was in jail at the time awaiting trial on a drug related charge. However,
his deposition taken March 26, 2012 was read to the Jury as part of ANPAC’s case. The deposition, as it was read to the Jury, is
part of the record. The record showed that Sean Lee, although a young man, had spent many years both in and out of Pennsylvania
Penal Institutions. He had been incarcerated while a juvenile and then had been in jail for a separate offense for 7 years starting
when he was 21 years of age. When he got out he had no job but listed his grandfather’s address as where he would be living
for purposes of probation office and any other agencies that wanted to know where he was. He spent additional time in jail for
probation violations.

As a practical matter Sean Lee apparently had an attraction both for and to women and he quickly struck up liaisons with
women with whom he would oft times spend the night. He however testified that the various liaisons that he had with women had
never occurred in his grandfather’s home because he would not bring a women there for sexual purposes out of respect for his
grandfather. His words were “Because I didn’t feel comfortable taking a female to my mother or grandfather’s”. In addition to
Lee’s testimony, two of his uncles testified that when he wasn’t in jail the grandfather’s residence was where he lived. They
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indicated that he had a bedroom that was designated for his use and that his clothes and other personal property was there.
In addition testimony was offered from a custodian of probation records which showed, as stated above, that Lee’s place of abode
for purposes of the probation office keeping track of him was the grandfather’s house.

Ms. Dean testified briefly only to say that she was injured in the accident.
In offering her as a witness, her counsel had candidly argued, that he wanted to offer her to testify so that the jury would know

that it was a “real accident” and that she was not attempting to perpetrate a fraud on the insurance company. Counsel said that in
his judgment jurors in Allegheny County tend to think people are trying to defraud insurance companies and he wanted the jury
to know that Ms. Dean was a real person with a real claim. Counsel for the defense objected to this and I will discuss this later in
this order.

III Argument:
In its Motion for Post-Trial Relief ANPAC raises 4 issues:

1. I should not have allowed defendant Velma Dean to testify about her accident.

2. I should have allowed the recorded statement of John Lee, deceased, to be presented to the jury.

3. I should not have allowed business records of agencies involved to have been admitted as an exception to the hearsay
rule.

4. I should have followed to the letter a snippet from the opinion in Wall Rose Mutual Insurance Company v. Manross,
939 A.2d 958 (Pa Super 2007) as to “intention” of residency not being relevant.

These objections all go to my discretion as the trial judge. What I did all advance the cause of justice.
As to exception number 1, I believe that counsel for Dean offered a valid and cogent reason for Ms. Dean to testify. He said

“…juries in Allegheny County think every Plaintiff is trying to defraud insurance Companies.” I believed there was merit to this
argument and that is why I let her testify. That testimony was limited and encompassed 1 and ½ pages of the transcript. Thus, I
believe there is no merit to this exception.

With respect to exception number 2, my ruling on this evidentiary matter was correct. The statement was clear hearsay and the
declarant, John Lee was dead and clearly not available. See Rule of Evidence 801. Counsel’s effort to rely on that old saw “I’m not
offering it for the Truth of the matter” is not applicable. The truth of the matter – Sean Lee’s place of residence – was the very
purpose for which he wanted to offer the statement.

His alternative position – that the hearsay statement should have been admitted as showing a state of mind is equally unper-
suasive. Counsel cites to Architectural Testing Inc. v. Unemployment Carpenter Board of Review, 940 A.2d 1277 for the proposition
that an employer’s reliance on reports he got from other employees was not based on hearsay. The Board of Review had reversed
its Administrative Law Judge who had admitted that hearsay but the Commonwealth Court had reversed the Board.

Initially, the evidence in Architectural Testing was submitted in an administrative hearing. Second, according to the dissent (see
940 A.2d 1277 at 1289) no objection was made to the hearsay. It is undisputed that hearsay is admissible unless someone objects.
Here, defendants counsel did object and thus my ruling.

Further, the Commonwealth Court found that the hearsay offered against the claimant in Architectural was offered not for the
truth of the matter but to show that the employer had cause for concern that the claimant was abusing alcohol. That standard is
not applicable here.

First, this was not a bad faith case where the motivation of an insurance company might be relevant and why they did some-
thing might be relevant. Such was not here.

Second, while counsel for ANPAC did a Yeoman’s job in trying to fit the John Lee statement into the Architectural mold it was
being offered for one purpose only – that the person whom Lee claimed to reside with said he did not. Had John Lee survived be
could have been brought into court and impeached with this statement if he deviated. But he did not survive. To offer it would truly
be offering an out of court declaration for the truth of the matter contained therein.

Moreover the statement was not notarized nor even read by John Lee or adopted by him. He had died in December 2012, 10
months after ANPAC had filed its Complaint

Under these circumstances, my barring of the statement was correct. Further, the prejudice from that statement would far
outweigh its probative value.

With respect to ANPAC’s third exception, it contends that its objection to the testimony of members of agencies with which Sean
Lee had dealt should have been sustained. It contends that I erred in treating as business records the information they offered
about their dealings with Sean Lee.

As noted above Sean Lee was in and out of prison for most of his 30 years. Sometimes he was imprisoned for violation of parole
or probation. When he was released from prison or jail, the address he gave to supervising agencies was John Lee’s (the grandfa-
ther). He did not have a driver’s license and was not registered to vote. But he did have a Pennsylvania State I.D. which gave the
grandfather’s address and which he showed the police officer who came on the scene of the accident on April 19, 2012. In my view,
this evidence was all admissible under the business record exception to hearsay. See Rule 803

The fourth exception has to do with my instructions to the jury. In particular ANPAC has excepted to my modification of a point
for charge excerpted from Wall Rose, supra. Counsel asked that I read a snippet from Wall Rose, supra, to wit “The term residency
requires, at a minimum some measure of permanency or habitual repetition. Since residence is a question of physical fact,
intention is not a relevant consideration” 939 A.2d 958 at 965.

At our charge conference I said I would give that point (N.T. 133). However, when I was actually giving my charge, I said
“…since it is a question of physical fact, intention is not a conclusive consideration in determining residence” (N.T. 165). Counsel
later objected to the modification but I would not charge it (N.T. 166). With respect to the forgoing, I do not find this modification
significant.

Second, and more importantly, I should not have given any instruction about “intent”. That I did was error itself but it had no
effect on the jury.

The reason I modified the instruction is that intent was not involved in this case at all. In Wall Rose, the court relied on Amica
Mutual Insurance Company vs Donegal Mutual Insurance Company, 546 A.2d 343, 346 (Pa Super 1988) where an issue was that
the claimed non-resident had testified that “she planned to spend that month following graduation living at her Father’s house
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prior to her departure to college”. Wall Rose at 966. Here Sean Lee said nothing about his intent.
My practice has been to never change the jury on issues that are not in the case. All that does is confuse the jury and send them

on a wild goose chase about items not in the case. Thus, I should not have given the charge at all.
As to what I did say, that came to me just as I was reading what counsel had provided and in a split second I modified it to

change “relevant” to “conclusive”. One might call that an “audible”

IV. Analysis:
In the final analysis, what I did was proper and within my discretion as trial judge.
For the reasons set forth above the Motion for Post-Trial Relief of Plaintiff is denied and the verdict affirmed.

BY THE COURT:
/s/O’Reilly, J.

April 9, 2015

Allegheny County Prison,
Employees Independent Union (ACPEIU) v.

Allegheny County
Contract

Order denying Petition to Vacate Arbitration Award where arbitrator’s denial of grievance took its essence from the collective
bargaining agreement.

No. GD 14 1770. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
Friedman, J.—April 16, 2015.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ORDER
Petitioner (“the Union”) asks us to vacate the Award of Arbitrator dated January 10, 2014, involving the grievance filed by

Corrections Officer Brian O’Neil. The main issue for the Court is whether or not the Arbitrator’s denial of the grievance took its
essence from the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). Another concern is whether or not prior grievance arbitration decisions
were correctly interpreted here.

The “Opinion and Award of Arbitrator” (hereinafter, the Award) is Exhibit A to the Petition. It is very clear and leads only to
the conclusion that it indeed “takes its essence” from the CBA. The problem is how the County’s FMLA policy affects corrections
officers who are injured off-duty. The interpretation of that policy by the Arbitrator here is based on the prior award of a different
arbitrator, referred to by counsel as “the Miller-Kotula award.” Although the history of the issue as set forth in the Award suggests
there is ambiguity in Miller-Kotula, this is not a basis for this Court to vacate the Arbitrator’s decision that no ambiguity exists.

Officer O’Neil, whose bicep happened to tear while he was off-duty rather than on-duty, was denied light duty work while his
injury was healing after surgery. Prior to the Miller-Kotula award, he would have been eligible for unemployment compensation
(“UC”) earlier in his recuperation without having to exhaust his paid vacation time or sick leave. It seems that the prior interpre-
tations of the CBA resulted in a different order of using paid and unpaid leave, presumably more in keeping with how officers with
on-duty injuries were treated.

The Arbitrator here essentially ruled that Miller-Kotula requires a harsher result because the arbitrator in that case did not
state otherwise. The interpretation for the instant grievant, Officer O’Neil, is that the County’s FMLA policy (which is incorporated
into the CBA) mandates that he use sick leave, vacation leave and then, when those are exhausted, the unpaid FMLA may be taken
and UC benefits would then be available. Since many older officers do not use their vacation time, preferring to be able to cash it
out upon their upcoming retirement, this means that, if injured off-duty rather than on-duty, they use up their vacation during their
recuperation and may never reach the point where FMLA and UC kick in, something that was apparently not contemplated by the
Union during the CBA negotiations.

At some point, the Union and the County will be able to re-negotiate and clarify the effect of the County FMLA policy on
Corrections Officers who are refused light-duty work while recovering from non-work-related injuries. However, Officer O’Neil,
having received no relief from the Arbitrator, remains, sadly, in the unfortunate position of having torn his bicep off-duty under
the current CBA: the County denied him light-duty work that he probably would have been given if the bicep tore while he was
working; then the County effectively prevented him from receiving Unemployment Compensation (UC), by requiring he use his
FMLA time, which use first requires use of vacation time and sick time. The receipt of vacation time and sick time prevents the
receipt of UC. The use of FMLA for his own needs, if his injury or illness or condition is so severe that he still needs light duty,
makes it unavailable for family leave if that is later needed.

According to the Award, “Ms. Pastor [the Administrative Officer for the corrections facility] testified that it is very costly to the
County where an employee injured off duty, as Mr. O’Neil was, goes on unemployment compensation. This is because the County
has to replace the person on unemployment compensation with overtime hours, and that upon returning the employee would still
have his vacation and at least some sick leave. Ms. Pastor testified that there was ‘a run’ of employees injured off duty, who then
sought unemployment compensation, some of whom have only minor injuries and some who appear to have injuries where they
could not even perform light duty.” In other words, it is easier and cheaper for the County to assume all off-duty injuries are either
minor or catastrophic, rather than treating each injured officer based on the actual injury sustained. We do not see why the County
thinks it is also easier and cheaper to refuse to provide light-duty work for those injured off-duty when such work seems to be
available for an officer whose bicep, for example, tears while on-duty.

However, our inability to comprehend the reasonableness of the County policy, which is incorporated into the CBA, does not
mean that we may grant the relief Petitioner requests. The Rule issued must be discharged and the appeal denied. See order filed
herewith.
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BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.

April 16, 2015
ORDER

AND NOW, to-wit this 16th day of April 2015, after consideration of the Petition, the Answer and the briefs and arguments of
counsel for the parties, the Rule issued in the captioned matter is discharged and the Petition is DENIED, for the reasons set forth
in the attached Memorandum.

BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.

Paul J. McArdle v.
Joseph W. Hufnagel, et al.

Miscellaneous

A non-precedential per curiam order of the PA Superior Court is binding upon lower court and orders of judges of coordinate
jurisdiction may only be disregarded in the most extraordinary circumstances.

No. GD-14-22519. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
Friedman, J.—September 25, 2015.

OPINION
INTRODUCTION

This appeal is from several orders entered at different times by different judges. As strange as it may sound, all of these orders
were final and were immediately appealable well before the instant appeal was filed. Superior Court recently, on September 9,
2015, quashed the appeals of all orders except ours of June 17, 2015. Even though only one order remains to be considered, we
must review all the others because our order was the only possible result of the others.

All the orders were the result of Plaintiff ’s inability to accept that a decision of the Pennsylvania Superior Court is binding on
lower courts such as ours, even though it is designated “non-precedential” and is issued per curiam. In addition, he insists that
only the entry of a judgment after a trial is a basis for an appeal. He has repeatedly refused to accept the consequences of an order
entered in 2012 by the Honorable R. Stanton Wettick, Jr., now a Senior Judge, in a case which involved all but four of the defen-
dants named here. (Those four were not sued until the instant case was filed. Judge Wettick’s order, however, applied to people in
their position as well as to the original thirty defendants.) That order contained a somewhat unusual, but not improper, directive,
in the nature of a sanction directed at Plaintiff that led to the dismissal of this action. Judge Wettick’s order was appealed by
Plaintiff and was affirmed by the Superior Court.

The full history of Plaintiff ’s attempts to bring Defendants to account for alleged wrongs against him is too extensive to recount
here. Brief procedural summaries of the five prior cases are attached as Appendix One to this Opinion.

The underlying dispute was first brought to our Court’s attention in 2010, at GD-10-20409. Other cases arising from the same
broad allegations followed and are found at GD-12-2610, GD-12-6759, GD-12-7883, GD-12-13337, and the instant case at GD-14-
22519. Put as simply as possible, in all the prior cases, Plaintiff pled conclusory and factually inadequate allegations against all but
four of the captioned Defendants and continued to re-file complaints and discovery motions in violation of either the Rules of Court
or explicit orders of the various judges. (In the instant case, he filed 10-Day Notices of Default and even a default judgment.)

The burdensome conduct of the Plaintiff eventually led Judge Wettick to enter the following order at GD 12-7883, based on
Local Rule 233.1, which is intended to curb such behavior and was directed at pro se litigants, such as Plaintiff:

On this 25th day of July, 2012, it is hereby ORDERED that:

(1) defendants’ motions to dismiss pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. No. 233.1 are granted; and this action is dismissed as to
all defendants;

(2) plaintiff, unless represented by counsel, is barred from pursuing additional litigation against the same or
related defendants as those in the present proceeding if such litigation raises the same or related claims; and

(3) if plaintiff pursues additional litigation against any of the defendants in this litigation in violation of paragraph
(2), the Department of Court Records, upon praecipe filed by any of the persons who are defendants in these
proceedings, shall dismiss the complaint as to all defendants.

The full text of Local Rule 233.1 is as follows:

Rule 233.1. Frivolous Litigation. Pro Se Plaintiff. Motion to Dismiss.

(a) Upon the commencement of any action filed by a pro se plaintiff in the court of common pleas, a defendant may
file a motion to dismiss the action on the basis that:

(1) the pro se plaintiff is alleging the same or related claims which the pro se plaintiff raised in a prior action against
the same or related defendants, and

(2) these claims have already been resolved pursuant to a written settlement agreement or a court proceeding.

(b) The court may stay the action while the motion is pending.

(c) Upon granting the motion and dismissing the action, the court may bar the pro se plaintiff from pursuing
additional pro se litigation against the same or related defendants raising the same or related claims without
leave of court.
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(d) The court may sua sponte dismiss an action that is filed in violation of a court order entered under subdivision (c).

(Emphasis added.)

Plaintiff appealed this order to the Pennsylvania Superior Court which affirmed it on December 19, 2012. Regardless of whether
or not Rule 233.1 is too harsh or is unfair to attorneys who wish to represent themselves, Judge Wettick’s order is unquestionably
now the law as it applies to any case brought by Plaintiff against any or all of the thirty Defendants originally sued at the earlier
cases, including GD 12-7883. By its clear language, the order also applies to any other defendants, such as the Welsches and the
Morgans, who Plaintiff wishes to sue based on substantially similar allegations. This basic principle has been easily recognized by
all the judges who have handled Plaintiff ’s cases, but Plaintiff, despite being a lawyer, cannot accept the fact that he may no longer
seek redress in this Court for those finally dismissed claims.

The first two orders in this case were entered on December 29, 2014, by the Honorable Ronald W. Folino, Administrative Judge
of this Court’s Civil Division. Plaintiff did not file a timely appeal of Judge Folino’s order. The next several orders were entered on
January 29, 2015, by the Honorable Michael E. McCarthy, who also entered a clarifying order on February 17, 2015. Plaintiff did
not file a timely appeal of any of Judge McCarthy’s orders. Those orders are all quoted below:

December 29, 2014, at instant action, GD 14-22519, two orders, by Judge Folino.

NOW, to wit, this 29th day of December 2014, it is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that the Allegheny County
Department of Court Records shall strike from the docket entries on this case the December 12, 2014, notation, that
the case is “Dismissed with Prejudice.” MOTION DENIED.

NOW, to wit, this 29th day of December 2014, it is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that for the purpose of rulings upon
pre trial and discovery issues, this case shall be assigned to _______. The within Motion is denied as no case is pending.

January 29, 2015, at instant action, GD 14-22519, four orders by Judge McCarthy

AND NOW, to wit, this 29th day of January, 2015, it is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that Plaintiff ’s Motion
to Strike from the docket the December 12, 2014, notation that this case is “Dismissed with Prejudice,” is denied.
See Order of 12/29/2014.

AND NOW, to wit, this 29th day of January, 2015, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED the Ten
Day Notices served by the Plaintiff upon the Defendants are stricken. The Plaintiff is prohibited from attempting to
have default judgments entered as to the Defendants and the Department of Court Records is directed to not enter
default judgments against any Defendant to this action.

AND NOW, to wit, this 29th day of January, 2015, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the
ten day notices of intent to enter default judgment served by Plaintiff Paul J. McArdle in this action are stricken and
Plaintiff is barred from attempting to enter default judgments against Defendants Joseph W. Hufnagel, Margaret M.
Hufnagel, Theresa J. Hufnagel, James P. Mansmann, Joanne T. Mansmann, Peter J. Mansmann, Sandra L. Mansmann,
Kristine I. Sullivan, Thomas M. Sullivan, Theresa A. Campa, Clayton T. Campa, Elizabeth Champagne, Keith J.
Champagne and Erin L. Marsh.

AND NOW, this 29th day of January, 2015, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED the Ten Day
Notices, which were not served by the Plaintiff upon counsel for Defendants, Peter L. and Sarah E. Mansmann, are
stricken and the Plaintiff is prohibited from attempting to enter default judgments against Defendants, Peter L. and
Sarah E. Mansmann.

February 17, 2015, at instant action, GD 14-22519, by Judge McCarthy

AND NOW, this 17 day of February 2015, upon consideration of the “Motion to Vacate or Reform the Order of Court
of January 29, 2015”, which motion has been filed on behalf of plaintiff, Paul J. McArdle, said motion is denied.

The Order of January 29, 2015 specifically prohibited Plaintiff from attempting to have default judgments entered
as to any defendant in this matter. In entering that Order, this court understood and intended the prohibition to extend
to any attempt to enter a default judgment as to any defendant, including any defendants named in the present action
who were not also named in actions commenced by plaintiff at Case Nos. GD 10-20409 and GD 12-2610. Accordingly,
any default entered as to any defendant in this matter is in contradiction of the Order of January 29, 2015.

Based on all those prior orders, we entered our order of March 23, 2015, after argument begun on March 2, 2015 and continued
on March 5, 2015.1 Although our order was final since it struck the default judgment which improperly had been filed against the
Morgans after the instant action had been dismissed as to all Defendants, and also awarded sanctions in the form of counsel fees,
Plaintiff did not file a timely appeal. (Also and coincidentally, on March 23, 2015, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court denied
Plaintiff ’s Petition for Extraordinary Relief that had been filed on February 17, 2015.)

The penultimate order in this appeal was entered by the Honorable Michael A. Della Vecchia on April 20, 2015, sustaining the
preliminary objections of the Welsches and again dismissing the captioned action “in furtherance of four (4) previous Orders of
Court entered by members of this Court dismissing the above [instant] action. Plaintiff did not file a timely appeal.

Some time later, we once again handled ancillary petitions for counsel fees. The Welsches and the Cusicks had asked us for a
date when they could present their requests for counsel fees, as permitted by our March 23rd order. Before we could schedule the
date, Plaintiff filed his Answers prior to presentation and also filed copies of the two petitions. We were therefore able to decide
the fee issue based on the Record and did so in the interest of judicial economy. We granted both petitions by one order, dated June
17, 2015. Plaintiff then filed the instant appeals of all the final orders entered since December 29, 2014.

In response to the 1925(b) orders of Judge Folino and the undersigned, Plaintiff filed a timely Statement of Matters
Complained of on Appeal. He sets forth his bases for appealing each order of each judge in separate sections of his Statement.
Since we had considered the validity of the orders that were prior to ours of March 23, 2015, we must discuss them again herein,
despite the fact that the appeals of those orders were quashed. We also incorporate herein by reference our supporting memorandum
of March 23, 2015.
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ISSUES RAISED ON APPEAL
1. As to Judge Folino’s order of December 29, 2014, Plaintiff argues that since Judge Wettick’s order was incorrect, it should not
have been honored, and that in so doing, Judge Folino deprived Plaintiff of a basic civil right to bring this action.
2. As to Judge McCarthy’s orders of January 29, 2014, Plaintiff raises the same argument.
3. As to Judge McCarthy’s clarifying order of February 17, 2015, Plaintiff states that the four defendants added to this case were
not parties to the case before Judge Wettick at the time of his order and therefore the 2012 order does not apply to actions
against them.
4. As to our order of March 23, 2015, striking the default judgment entered against the Morgans, Plaintiff ’s statement is rather
lengthy but the gist is that Judge Wettick’s 2012 order was “unsound and worked to deny the [Plaintiff] the basic right to due process
of law,” and that the mere fact that the order was affirmed by the Superior Court was not a reason for us to honor and apply it.
5. As to Judge Della Vecchia’s order of April 20, 2015, sustaining the preliminary objections of the Welsches and dismissing the
instant action, Plaintiff ’s argument is that Judge Wettick’s order does not apply to them because they were not included among the
defendants in the various earlier actions.
6. As to our order of June 17, 2015, it was based on our Order of March 23, 2015, and awarded counsel fees to the Cusicks and the
Welsches. Plaintiff states that his actions in this case were not improper and do not warrant any award of counsel fees. He does
not question the amount of fees awarded.

DISCUSSION
We will discuss only our reasons for entering our orders of March 23, 2015 and June 17, 2015.

1. A non-precedential per curiam order of the Pennsylvania Superior Court is binding upon a lower court.
Plaintiff asserts in his 1925(b) Statement that the non-precedential designation by the Superior Court of its decision to affirm

Judge Wettick’s orders in the various prior cases is indicative of its “embarrassment” at doing so. He also asserts it was entered
per curiam because it was “so embarrassing…that…no judge would put his signature on it.” He suggests that we are therefore
duty-bound to ignore the Superior Court’s affirmance of Judge Wettick’s July 25, 2012 order.

Plaintiff also contends that the Department of Court Records (DCR) had no authority to note on the docket of the instant case
that this action was dismissed with prejudice pursuant to Judge Wettick’s order of July 25, 2012. He says it was improper because
only a judge may dismiss an action. In addition, he contends that no judge may prospectively dismiss an unfiled complaint as Judge
Wettick did in 2012 for the instant 2014 complaint.

Plaintiff ignores the fact that the instant action had been barred by Judge Wettick’s prior order directed specifically at him.
We cannot re-visit the reasons for Judge Wettick’s order nor its per curiam affirmance. It matters not whether the probable
purpose of Rule 233.1 is to curb only those litigants who are unlearned in the law and who have demonstrated their refusal to
comply with the rules most litigants follow. The issues of judicial economy, conservation of judicial resources and the balancing of
those concerns with the due process rights of all citizens have already been addressed and finally decided some time ago by the
Superior Court against this particular citizen.

The DCR was simply performing its ministerial function of obeying the portion of that order directed at it. Furthermore, Judge
Folino refused to strike the notation by his order of December 29, 2014, resulting in an unquestionable ratification of the DCR’s
entry and a final order of dismissal by a judge. Plaintiff nevertheless failed to appeal.

Plaintiff ’s refusal to concede defeat is unfortunate: as it prevents him from moving on. It is ironic that as an attorney, Plaintiff
would probably counsel a client in similar circumstances not to continue as he did after the order of July 25, 2012 was affirmed.
It would have been sound advice to himself as well, but human nature being what it is, we rarely see clearly when our own ox is
being gored.

2. Orders of judges of coordinate jurisdiction may only be disregarded in the most extraordinary circumstances.
It is well-settled that unless the interests of justice require otherwise, one judge of the Court of Common Pleas must honor a

prior order of a judge of the same jurisdiction in the same case.2 Here, by the time of the arguments on March 2 and March 5 that
led to our orders of March 23 and June 17, there had been at least three orders entered by other judges of this Court in this case
that were final in nature, no longer appealable, and pertinent to the issue then pending, whether the default judgment entered
against the Morgans should be stricken. Those were Judge Folino’s order of December 29, 2014, Judge McCarthy’s orders of
January 29, 2015, and Judge McCarthy’s order of February 17, 2015. As previously stated, these were all based on Judge Wettick’s
July 25, 2012 order which directed the DCR, upon praecipe, to dismiss any actions brought by this Plaintiff against any of the
defendants named in the action at GD 12-7883 or against any defendant related to that action, except with leave of court. Plaintiff
has never asked for or been given leave to proceed as he has.

Two days after Plaintiff commenced the instant action, Mr. Fox filed his praecipe on December 12, 2014, and the DCR duly
entered the notation that the case was dismissed per the order of July 25, 2012. Plaintiff then filed a Motion to Strike Docket Entry
of Dismissed with Prejudice and Judge Folino denied that Motion on December 29, 2014. At that point there could be no doubt that
the entire case had been dismissed with prejudice, rightly or wrongly. This was an appealable order that was not appealed.
Furthermore, there could be no doubt Judge Folino regarded his order as final because he also refused to grant a separate motion
to assign this case to one judge for pre-trial and discovery issues “as no case is pending.” The appeal time for Judge Folino’s order
expired on or about January 29, 2015. No appeal was filed.

Judge McCarthy, by his orders of January 29, 2015, also denied a second motion by Plaintiff to strike two docket notations
of dismissal made upon praecipes, struck some 10-day notices of default, barred Plaintiff from attempting to file default judg-
ments, and directed the DCR not to enter default judgments against any defendant in this action. On February 17, 2015, Judge
McCarthy then clarified his earlier orders to state explicitly that even the defendants in this action who were not named in
the prior action were still covered by his order that Plaintiff was not to attempt to enter a default judgment against any defen-
dant in this case. The latest appeal time for Judge McCarthy’s orders expired on or about March 17, 2015. No timely appeal
was filed.

In other words, the state of the record at the time we entered our order of March 23, 2015, was that the automatic dismissal per
the 2012 order of Judge Wettick had been ratified by Judge Folino on December 29, 2014, and that Plaintiff had failed to appeal
that order. The record also showed that Plaintiff felt no obligation to comply with the Rules of Court nor to obey the orders of
individual judges. We nevertheless had given him the benefit of the doubt before making our ruling and had reviewed the history
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of his all the actions he brought against the various named defendants. Our purpose was to see if the order of Judge Wettick was
one that Judge Folino should not have honored. (We were not yet aware that Judge Wettick’s order was affirmed by the Superior
Court and therefore had to be obeyed.) After a lengthy review, we concluded that the instant action had previously and properly
been dismissed and therefore struck the default judgment against the Morgans.

When we later received petitions for counsel fees as contemplated by our March 23rd order, we properly considered them and
properly concluded that the counsel fees requested were warranted. We therefore entered our order of June 17, 2015.

CONCLUSION
As stated in our March 23rd Memorandum, it should go without saying that it is impossible to have an orderly system of civil

justice if a final decision is viewed by the losing party as an occasion to bring another lawsuit on the same facts and even against
the same defendants, with or without the addition of new parties, as here.

It is also axiomatic that there must be finality to every dispute at some point. When people in a civil society lose in court they
are expected to get past the defeat and move on to other endeavors. Instead, Plaintiff has allowed his belief that defendants are
evildoers to cloud his judgment regarding the Rules of Court and the related case law. As a result, he long ago destroyed whatever
possibility there was of pleading and proving his claims against the defendants and now seeks to blame the judges of this Court for
the consequences of his own mistakes.

Furthermore, it is evident that the judges of this Court have been exceedingly patient with Plaintiff in the face of years of
disregard for the rules that keep courts functioning. At this point his disregard has become so disruptive that it must no longer be
accepted with the excess of patience our court has exhibited for years.

The orders of dismissal entered in this case were all properly entered. That being so, the March 23rd order of the undersigned
striking the improper default judgment against the Morgans and awarding counsel fees to them was proper.

The order dated June 17, 2015 awarding counsel fees to the Cusicks and the Welsches was also proper and should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.

September 24, 2015

1 Both those arguments were on the record and the latter has been transcribed. There is probably no need for the argument of
March 2, 2015 to be transcribed as it was fairly brief and was reiterated on March 5.
2 We also should give great consideration to a prior order or decision of our colleagues in similar cases, although absolute
deference is not mandated.

APPENDIX ONE
Procedural Summaries of Prior Cases

The chronology of the dismissals and new filings demonstrates that after each adverse and final ruling, Plaintiff would
commence a new case. The prior cases, with procedural highlights, are as follows.

GD 10-20409
Opened on 11/1/2010 by petition captioned “In re Enquiry into Matters of Trespass, Conversion, and Defamation, inter alia,

Pre-Complaint Discovery.” Praecipe for Writ of Summons filed 12/06/2010. Complaint filed 03/16/2011. Amendment to Complaint
filed 3/30/2011. Argument on May 31, 2011 regarding preliminary objections was later transcribed. According to the transcript of
that argument, Judge Wettick took the matter under advisement. Leave to file an amended complaint was not requested by the
Plaintiff, although counsel for the defendants alluded to the possibility and Judge Wettick indicated that issue would be dealt with
after he reviewed the cases cited by the parties. The preliminary objections were sustained and the complaint was dismissed as to
all defendants by Judge Wettick by order dated 7/7/2011 and docketed on 7/8/2011. Leave to amend was not granted. Appeal to
Superior Court, 1145 WDA 2011, 8/09/2011. Order affirmed 02/01/2012.

GD 12-2610
Opened by Complaint filed on 2/7/2012. Discovery was stayed by Judge Wettick by order dated 3/10/2012 and docketed on

3/13/2012. On March 16, 2012, Judge Wettick was assigned to preside “until the case is fully resolved.” By order dated 4/30/2012,
“defendants’ motions to dismiss pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 233.1 [were] granted.” Appeal to Superior court filed 5/1/2012, 733 WDA
2012. Order affirmed 12/19/2012. (Orders in other cases were also affirmed on 12/19/2012.)

GD 12-6759
Opened on 4/13/2012 by another Petition for Pre-Complaint Discovery Proceedings, captioned “In re Enquiry Upon the

Corruption of Witnesses and Upon Causes of Action for Defamation.” The case was assigned to Judge Wettick by order dated
5/23/2012. All proceedings were stayed by order of Judge Wettick dated 6/22/2012 and docketed 6/26/2012. No praecipe for a writ
of summons or a complaint were filed in this case. The petition was dismissed with prejudice by one of two orders in this and
GD 12-7883, below, dated and docketed 7/25/2012. Appeal filed 7/27/2012, 1175 WDA 2012. Order affirmed 12/19/2012.

GD 12-7883
Opened by Complaint on 5/3/2012, shortly after GD 12-6759, above, was opened by Petition. All proceedings were stayed by

order of Judge Wettick dated 6/22/2012 and docketed 6/26/2012. This case (like GD 12-2610) was also dismissed per Pa.R.C.P
233.1, by the crucial order dated July 25, 2012. Appeal filed 7/30/2012; 1925(b) Statement filed by Plaintiff on 8/23/2012. Order
affirmed on 12/19/2012.

GD 12-13337
Opened on 7/31/2012 by a Writ (vs. “John Doe” only and never served) and a third Petition for pre-complaint discovery.

Assigned to Judge Wettick on 8/21/2012. Petition denied, with note that discovery as to the Morgans was not permitted except by
court order “after pleadings are closed.” Appeal filed 10/9/2012. Appeal quashed as interlocutory 1/15/2013. Two documents were
filed thereafter, but are not pleadings, one on 9/24/2013 and one on 9/25/2013. No further proceedings or pleadings have been filed
as of March 21, 2015. No service of original process has been made nor has a writ been re-issued. Case may have been abandoned
by Plaintiff.
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Dorothy Forman v.
George Foreman

Contract—Negligence—Consumer Protection

Non-Jury trial decision awarding damages for construction remediation and poor workmanship, finding technical violations
of the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law.

No. AR-14-1983. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
Friedman, J.—September 25, 2015.

DECISION
This Decision is entered pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 1038. See also Pa.R.C.P. 227.1.
The captioned matter was tried before the undersigned, sitting without a jury. The case involves a Home Improvement Contract

between Plaintiff, the Homeowner, and Defendant, the Contractor. Defendant had appealed the award of the Board of Arbitrators
and the trial was de novo.

Plaintiff ’s Complaint lists three causes of action, Breach of Contract, Negligence and Violation of Unfair Trade Practices and
Consumer Protection Law (UTP/CPL). Defendant was to put in five new steps from Plaintiff ’s porch to a landing below. A handrail
was also to be installed on the steps. Other work agreed to was repairing an area the length of the concrete floor of the porch so
that it would blend in esthetically with the new steps, and installing a cement walkway along the side of the house and across the
front so Plaintiff could easily walk to her neighbor’s house. After the porch floor repair began, moisture damage was discovered
which required work underneath the porch, in the cellar area, to shore the floor up and strengthen the support for the new cement.

The railing was the main item in dispute at trial. The credible evidence showed that the Defendant relied on others to measure
the length of rail needed and when it became obvious during the installation that it would not fit, Defendant and his employees
installed it in a strange way so that it looks crooked and, according to Plaintiff, is not sturdy but rather wobbles or shakes.
Defendant contends that Plaintiff was satisfied with the railing immediately after it was installed and that he therefore had no duty
to make any corrections. We find Plaintiff ’s testimony credible and well-supported by the photographs. The cost to remediate the
bad railing is $1,776.00.

Another defect is the cement pad at the foot of the new steps. It cracked after one winter. Defendant claims that he did the
cement work properly, however, that is contradicted by his statement that it should not have cracked. We are unaware of any
evidence that suggests the cost of replacing this pad, which seems to be a relatively small part of all the cement work, so we are
unable to calculate an amount that would fairly compensate the Plaintiff.

There were also delays, but they were the result of Defendant’s hospitalization and while Plaintiff was inconvenienced it
does not appear that this remains part of her claim given the explanation. Payments were made on account and the parties
have different views of what aspect of the work the payments were for, but in the end the Court does not find that Defendant
deliberately misled Plaintiff about what was due. The misunderstandings do not alter the fact that payments were made on
account of work ultimately done.

The credible evidence also showed that Defendant had indeed violated the UTP/CPL by taking too high a down payment and
by not providing his contractor’s registration number (which he had after all) on the two contracts at issue (Plaintiff ’s Ex. 1, pages
1 and 2). However, there is no evidence that he used inferior or substandard materials. Rather, he mis-measured the length of
railing needed and he failed to install the pad at the foot of the stairs correctly. This is poor workmanship, but it is not evidence of
fraudulent intent. We will therefore award less than the maximum damages awardable under the UTP/CPL for the somewhat
technical violations. Rather than treble damages, we will award an additional 50% of the actual damages. We will also award
counsel fees in the amount of $2,500.

Our total award for the Plaintiff and against the Defendant is $5,164, plus court costs.
In accordance with the Rules of Court cited above, there is no separate verdict slip filed. This Decision constitutes the award

of the Court.
BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.

September 25, 2015

Joel Burrell v.
City of Pittsburgh Civil Service Commission

Employment

Order granting appeal and ordering that Appellant be given a conditional offer for the position of entry level police officer for
no “just  cause” shown for being “passed over”.

No. SA-15-107. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
Friedman, J.—October 20, 2015.

ORDER OF COURT
AND NOW, to wit, this 20th day of October 2015, the Decision of the City of Pittsburgh Civil Service Commission is hereby

reversed for the reason set forth in the attached Memorandum.
It is further ordered that the Commission grant the captioned appeal and that Appellant be give a conditional offer for the

position of entry level police officer.
BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ORDER
Joel Burrell has appealed from the decision of the Civil Service Commission that found there was “just cause” for his being

“passed over” for a conditional appointment to the City’s police force. The Commission’s decision is based on its finding that
the Chief based his determination on “Appellant’s Significant Response during the polygraph examination to questions about his
driving history and involvement in accidents.” The Commission then held that this sole finding “constituted just cause for passing
over this applicant.” The commission made no other factual findings in its decision.

However, the transcript of the hearing reveals that the City stipulated that “the Chief ’s roundtable did not take into considera-
tion the significant reaction on the polygraph in making their decision.” The “roundtable” referred to is a group of three people
who review each candidate in detail and then recommend or do not recommend each one, with the possibility of a “No Consensus”
report as well. The Chief is called in only if there is “no consensus.” In this case the roundtable told the Chief they did not recom-
mend Mr. Burrell and the Chief then simply accepted their recommendation.

The transcript of the hearing contains an excerpt from another hearing involving a different applicant. The excerpt was agreed
to for purposes of setting forth the then new procedures that had been established for the hiring of new police officers. The excerpt
was inserted in the earlier part of the transcript of Mr. Burrell’s hearing, from page 5, line 4, to page 30, line 15. The evidentiary
part of Mr. Burrell’s hearing begins at page 30, line16 and continues to the end of the transcript at page 75.

The evidence presented includes the individual and combined ratings of the roundtable members as well as copies of other
documents considered by them (City Exhibits 1-6 and Appellant’s Exhibit 1, all filed under seal, per agreement of counsel). There
was also testimony from Detective Carey who performed a pre-employment polygraph examination on Joel Burrell. It was during
his testimony that the crucial concession and stipulation were made, as will be discussed more fully later herein. The City did not
call any other witnesses.

Appellant called Deborah Walker, the Director of the Office of Municipal Investigations (OMI), which is responsible for
performing background investigations on candidates for the position of police recruit. Her background and qualifications were
incorporated into the instant transcript in an excerpt from a different hearing which is found at page 49, line 9, to page 52, line
4. Ms. Walker testified regarding the recommendations Mr. Burrell received from other police departments where he had worked.
The Chief himself did not testify at all during Mr. Burrell’s hearing although there is minimal testimony from him in the first
excerpt mentioned above. The only conclusion to be drawn is that he accepted without further inquiry the roundtable recommen-
dation not to hire Mr. Burrell. From that we conclude that it is the roundtable’s reasons for not recommending him that are
pertinent to our review.

The City stated two things in this regard during the hearing:
1. “There is no substantial evidence that this panel [the roundtable] relied upon honesty or integrity issues relative to responses

given to the polygraph examiner [Detective Carey].” See HT p. 43, 1. 21 -p. 44, 1. 1.
2. “Yes…” to Appellant’s counsel’s inquiry regarding the above statement, “…just so that I understand, the City just stipulated

that the Chief ’s roundtable did not take into consideration the significant reaction on polygraph in making their decision; is that
correct?” See HT p. 44, 11. 15-21.

Despite this very clear stipulation indicating that the roundtable, and by extension, the Chief, did not rely on the “significant
reaction” on the polygraph, the Commission found as a fact the Chief did so rely, and on that basis alone it refused to overturn the
“Chief ’s” decision, i.e. the decision of the roundtable. There is no evidence whatsoever to support this ruling by the Commission.
The appeal must be granted and Mr. Burrell must be given a conditional offer for the position of entry level police officer.

See Order filed herewith.

BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.

October 20, 2015


